Vertebrate DNA transposon as a natural mutator: the medaka fish Tol2 element contributes to genetic variation without recognizable traces.
DNA-based transposable elements, or DNA transposons, transpose in a cut-and-paste fashion, involving excision from the chromosome. If this process affects the function of a host gene and the excision rate is high, any gene associated with such an element would clearly be in a genetically "unstable" state, and there are many examples of unstable genes in various organisms. However, none have hitherto been reported in vertebrates. We here document the finding of an unstable mutant gene in the medaka fish, Oryzias latipes, a useful model animal for vertebrate genetics and evolutionary studies. In an inbred strain, excision of the Tol2 element inserted in a pigmentation gene occurs spontaneously, giving rise to different heritable phenotypes and new mutant genes that carry different excision footprint sequences. The phenotypic mutation rate is as high as 2% per gamete, representing a 1000-fold increase from spontaneous mutation rates so far determined with the same organism. With mutations caused by insertion, and then excision, of transposons, one can no longer recognize participation of transposons in their generation. Thus, the impact of DNA transposons on vertebrate genomes may be, and may have been, larger than commonly supposed.